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Abstract: In this article, the formation of the regional socio-economic policy based on the evaluation of labor potential was studied and a set of evaluative indicators of testing decisions, which are taken within the framework of regional management, for Pareto optimality was formed. The authors offered an integral index of efficiency of the socio-economic policy of a region in its function as the basic indicator of the evaluation of decisions taken at implementation of the socio-economic policy of a region. Finally, the mechanism of managing a region by means of implementation of the socio-economic policy based on the labor potential was formed.
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INTRODUCTION

The modern post-crisis development of national economic systems is greatly determined by the active intervention of government institutions in the processes of their functioning and development on all levels, which has allowed forming the prerequisites for transition to the growth stage based on the results of overcoming the phase of global recession. In the course of intensifying actions targeting the strengthening of government control of economic development, one of the basic problems of the pre-crisis management of all levels of socio-economic systems was revealed, which resided in the lack of attention to managing labor resources as well as to using and developing the labor potential.

The majority of managerial decisions in the sphere of government control in the circumstances of the pre-crisis regulation were perceived based on the extrapolation of statistic data, which allowed forecasting the strengthening of existing trends, where the probable threats to the development of socio-economic systems as to the management of the labor potential were not considered at all.

RESULTS

In the current context of development of the national socio-economic system and its mesoscale sub-systems, the key task of the formation and the implementation of the socio-economic policy is to ensure the population's life level growth, which is the key indicator of the performance of government control bodies.

This circumstance states the necessity to develop an algorithm of forming the regional socio-economic policy in its function as the key tool of current mesoscale management with account of two basic components of the life quality: the social and the economic ones, each of which must include their own goals in terms of implementation of the mesoscale strategy.

Based on the fulfilled within the research analysis of the socio-economic policies and the programs of socio-economic development of various Russian mesoscale socio-economic systems, the goal indicators were selected, which were the most widely spread in terms of usage in the process of forming and implementing the regional socio-economic policy, namely: life duration; housing per capita; sufficiency of social infrastructure (the social indicators) and the GRP; the share of innovative products in the GRP; and the level of net salaries of the population (the economic indicators). Further, a correlation analysis of the dependence of the dynamics of life quality in the region on each of the mentioned parameters was carried out and it showed the following results: by the 'life duration' index, the correlation ratio equaled to 84.75%, which evidenced a very strong direct dependence; by the 'housing per capita'
According to the structure of the evaluation of the integral index of the progressive dynamics of the region and the life quality by its social and economic components, as suggested in this research, it was offered to provide integral evaluation of the efficiency by way of systematization of private social and economic indexes grouped in the following categories [4, 5]:

- The singular social (g_s) and singular economic (g_e) indicators, which describe particular social and economic parameters within homogeneous groups - by strata of the population at the analysis of social indexes and by types of activity at the analysis of economic indexes; at that the selection of indexes is provided with account of their importance for forming, using and developing the labor potential of the region.

- The group social (G_s) and the group economic (G_e) indexes, which unite the standalone indexes into the averaged ones by calculation of the weighted mean value; at that, the weight coefficients are assigned to standalone indexes based on expert estimate, which should be preferably carried out by the Delphi method:

\[
G_{se} = \sum a_i g_{sei} \quad \text{(5)}
\]

\[
G_{es} = \sum b_i g_{esi} \quad \text{(6)}
\]

where a and b are the weight coefficients at singular social and economic indexes, accordingly, in percentage.

- The integral index of efficiency of the regional socio-economic policy is formed as a ratio of the amount of group social and economic indexes weighted in compliance with the results of the expert estimate of their importance and in fact is a complex characteristic of the efficiency of the socio-economic policy implemented in a mesoscale system.

Besides, it is reasonable to provide a comparative analysis of the efficiency of socio-economic policy of a region carried out by comparing it to the standard value. A region that has similar values, which reflect the level of development and usage of the labor potential, is taken as the standard one and the analysis similar to the above-mentioned one is carried out for this standard region [6].

Then, the ratio of the integral index of efficiency of the socio-economic policy of the considered region to the similar index of the standard region is determined and if
this ratio is more than 1, it means that the considered region implements more efficient socio-economic policy, than the standard region; and if the ratio is less than 1, it evidences the availability of reserves for ensuring growth of the socio-economic policy implementation efficiency.

Thus, the algorithm of forming and implementing the socio-economic policy of a region in accordance with the methodology of program-based goal-oriented planning resides in the following:

- Determination of the general idea of development and implementation of the socio-economic policy of the region, which assumes the selection of a single integral index that would characterize the activity of the mesoscale socio-economic with reference to and meeting the requirements of the accounting of the priority of measures on development of those regions, which are included in the national development strategy.
- Determination of the sub-goals of first level, which assumes decomposition of the general idea into milestones by certain high-priority directions, which characterize the performance of the mesoscale socio-economic system.
- The formulation of the sub-goals of the second and subsequent levels, which assumes further decomposition of the sub-goals of the first level to the itemization extent necessary in the course of forming and implementing the socio-economic policy of a region.
- The development of an action plan, which would allow ensuring implementation of the formulated sub-goals of all levels and the general idea of the socio-economic policy of the region with account of the specificity of the mesoscale socio-economic system.
- The determination of the demand in the resources of the regional socio-economic system generated by every one of the formulated at the previous stage actions, which are carried out with the purpose of implementing the selected regional socio-economic policy.

- Compilation of a project network of the fulfillment of the action plan on implementation of the socio-economic policy of a region and the achievement of its general goal, of which the peculiar feature is the necessity to take into account not only the time characteristic, but also the dynamics of the indexes of the life quality and the efficiency of using and developing the labor potential of a region (Figure 1).

Then, it is necessary to optimize the project network of the fulfillment of the action plan on implementation of the socio-economic policy of a region by three parameters: the period, the dynamics and the life quality in the region and efficiency of using and developing the labor potential of the region.

- Determination of the critical path of the project network of fulfillment of the action plan on implementation of the socio-economic policy of a region, which assumes identification of bottle necks in the implementation of the socio-economic policy of a region and its further optimization with account of the dynamics of the basic target index (life quality) and the efficiency of the management of the regional labor potential in its function as the key strategic resource.
- Fulfillment of the developed action plan on implementation of the socio-economic policy of the region, which includes the procedures of its monitoring and corrective actions with account of the changes in internal and external factors of the development of the mesoscale socio-economic system.

It can be seen on the provided figure (Figure 2) that managing a region with account of one of the key directions of the development of the sub-system of the national socio-economic system in the current context assumes building a system of mesoscale management based on the formation, usage and development of the region's labor potential.
CONCLUSIONS

According to the research results, which were summarized in the course of the work, the most important resource of the socio-economic system is the labor resource; therefore, utilization of the labor potential can serve as the stable basis of forming strategic competitive advantage.

Therefore, the rational mechanism of regional management is reasonable to be built based on the labor potential management, which will allow releasing the internal hidden reserves of the regional socio-economic system and ensuring the achievement of the target value of the unit development – the claimed level of the population's life quality. Application of this mechanism will allow increasing transparency and improving the efficiency of the processes of regional management in the current context.
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